
Advanced rules for  
The Mission Booster packs 

 
 
“The reason for our existence on this earth is to fulfil His will. His will is two-fold; 
for us it is to be conformed to His image, and for others it is that we bring them to 
salvation” 
 
The Mission is a collectable card game based on the modern life of a Christian 
with a strong emphasis on the spiritual struggles and victories that they have. As 
a player, you will have to use the Christians that you have to reach the lost, 
develop their heavenly relationship and make sure that they do not get 
overwhelmed by the tactics of the enemy. 
 
 
Collectable card game basics 
 
A collectable card game is exactly what it sounds like – a card game that is 
collectable. You play with cards you own against cards that the opponent owns. 
Not all of the cards are required to play, in fact if you tried to use them all you 
would almost certainly lose. Before the game you must decide which of your 
cards you are going to use for that game. To increase your choice of cards you 
must collect them. So that collecting is fun and challenging, not all of the cards 
are as easy to acquire as others. Cards fall into one of three rarity categories, 
which are marked on the cards themselves. Rare cards are marked R, 
uncommon cards are marked U and common cards are marked C. Sometimes 
the letter will be preceded by the letter E; this stands for extra and means the 
card is either extra common or extra rare. A checklist of the cards along with their 
rarity is included at the end of this rulebook to help you collect them. 
 
 
Designing a deck 
 
When building a deck you can include any cards you want to as long as they fit 
within the restrictions outlined below: 
 

· You must have at least 8 character, 12 stronghold, 32 mission and 28 
enemy cards. 

· You may not have more than 5 mission and 5 enemy cards in your side 
deck. 

· No more than 75% of the characters can be of the same gender. 
· No card may be more than 3 times except strongholds, “Prayer” and “Offer 

of life”. 
· Cards with ~Title~ can only be included once. 

 



 
Understanding the cards 
 
Each card has one of 4 distinctive backs that denote what broad type of card 
they are. The 4 types are shown below: 
 
  Character cards         Stronghold cards            Mission cards              Enemy cards 

 
 
 
Each of these four types of cards has completely different faces and icons. 
Please find labelled diagrams below of what the icons represent: 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
Setting up 
 
Each player selects 3 of their characters to begin the game as Christians in their 
church. The only restrictions on their choice are that they are not all of one 
gender and that if you added all their heart values together (see icons above) it 
totals no more than 15. These 3 characters are then placed face up in front of the 
player and the other types of cards are separated, shuffled and placed face down 
in piles to the player’s right. 
 
Next each Christian has strongholds allocated to them by their opponent(s). In a 
two player game the opponent selects from their own strongholds at their own 
discretion. In three of more players the opponents alternate allocating 
strongholds starting with the opponent to the player’s left. Each Christian is given 
a number of strongholds at the levels determined by the castle icon on the 
character (see below). 
 

               



 
Strongholds are allocated by placing the card with the corresponding edge 
protruding as shown in the example. This way the number of icons visible on the 
stronghold card corresponds to the level of the stronghold. Strongholds continue 
to be allocated until either all opponents wish to stop or the full allocation shown 
on the card is reached. A Christian cannot have 2 strongholds of the same kind 
(fear, pride etc.) allocated to them. See the example below: 
 
 

 
 
 
Lastly each Christian is given a maturity dice. Place the dice somewhere on the 
card with the face up number of the dice equal to the Christian’s Starting Maturity 
value. Also the sword should be pointing downward. 
 
Repeat the above steps for all Christians. They should each now look something 
like this: 
 

 



 
The objective 
 
The objective of The Mission is to reach a victory point (VP) total of 19 or more – 
the first player to achieve this wins. At the end of every turn all players work out 
how many victory points they have and if any have 19 or more they win. If 
several players qualify then the one with the highest total wins, if equal, another 
turn is played. 

 
Calculating victory points 

 
Every maturity point on your Christians (as shown on the dice) is worth 1VP. Also 
every Christian is worth 1VP. These are sometimes referred to as maturity and 
presence points respectively. E.g. if a player has 4 Christians of maturity 4, 1, 3 
and 1 then they have 4+1+3+1=9 VPs from maturity and add to that an extra 
presence point per Christian and that player’s total is 9+4=13VPs. 
 
 
The turn 
 
Each turn goes through several phases with all players taking part in each phase. 
Once the phase cycle is complete a new turn begins starting with the disengage 
phase again. The order of the turn phases is as follows: 
 

· Disengage phase 
· Draw phase 
· Action phase 
· Discard phase 

 
 
Disengage phase 
 
This is the first phase of the turn. In this phase simply rotate all swords on all the 
dice on Christians to point down. If they are pointing down already then leave 
them alone. This process of rotating the sword on a dice (also called maturity 
dice) to point down is called “disengaging”. Some cards in play (i.e. not 
discarded, in a draw deck or in your hand) may also have effects that say “during 
the disengage phase”, as you would expect, those effects occur during this 
phase. Once that is done the phase is complete, move on to the Draw phase. 
 

Engaging Christians 
 
This is an opportune time to talk about engaging. Sometimes cards require 
Christians to engage, either as part of a condition, cost or sometimes an effect. 
Engaging a Christian involves turning the sword on the dice to point upward. If it 



is up already then the Christian cannot engage again until they have first been 
disengaged by another card or in the next disengage phase. This system, as you 
will see, stops a player from repeatedly using the same Christian in the church 
but forces them to utilise all their Christians. 
 
 
Draw phase 
 
The first thing each player does in this phase is to turn the top card of their 
character deck over and place him/her above their Christians face up as a 
“bound soul”. This process is called “introducing a character”. These characters 
are not yet Christians but as you will see later they are targets for evangelising; a 
process by which you hope to convert them into Christians. 
 
The second thing each player does is draw their hand for the turn. Each player 
draws 4 Mission and 3 Enemy cards unless they kept some from the previous 
turn (see the discard phase). If so then that player draws one less card for each 
one they have kept, of the same type. E.g. a player keeps 1 Mission card from 
the previous turn so this draw phase he draws only 3 Mission and 3 Enemy 
cards. Or if a player keeps 1 Mission and 1 Enemy card then she only draws 3 
Mission and 2 Enemy cards in the following draw phase. Also note that some 
cards in play may affect the number of cards drawn, such as “A time of Shaking” 
or “Purity”. Once hands have been drawn by all players, move on to the Action 
phase. 
 
 
Action phase 
 
In this phase players take alternate “actions” although all players (potentially) are 
involved in every action. 
 
Whoever has the lowest VP total takes the first action of the phase and then 
proceed clockwise. If two or more players share the same total then whoever 
went last in the previous turn goes first this turn. If it is the first turn of the game 
then flip a coin or roll a dice for the first action. 
 
In a player’s action he does three things in a specific order: 
 

· Activate Mission cards in play (if desired) then 
· Play up to one Mission card then 
· Play up to one Enemy card 

 
After completing these three things (if desired) the player passes on to the next 
one. A player may skip doing any of those but may not change the order. E.g. a 
player may activate two mission cards in play then play an Enemy card but once 
he has played an enemy card he may not then play a mission card. Or maybe a 



player plays a Mission card then passes on to the next player, choosing not to 
play an enemy card. 
 
If a player plays no cards (even if they activate mission cards) they are said to 
have passed their action. As soon as all players pass in a row the phase ends, 
move on to the discard phase. But as long as at least one player continues to 
play cards from their hand every action, the action phase continues. This makes 
passing in the hope to play cards later a risk in case all players follow suit and 
the phase instantly ends. However it is sometimes a useful tactic. 
 

Activating a mission card 
 
A player may activate as many Mission cards in their action as they wish before 
playing any cards from their hand. If a Mission card can be activated then it bears 
a special activation icon. See the example below: 
 

 
 
 
First the player declares that she is activating the card. Then she pays the 
activation cost, in this case by engaging the Christian to whom the card is 
attached (see playing a mission card below). If she cannot pay the cost (such as 
the Christian already being engaged) then she cannot activate the card. Once 
the cost has been paid the activation effect takes place. Note that the activation 
effect does not occur when the card is played but only when the card is activated. 
As long as a card is in play the activation effect can occur as many times as the 
player can pay the cost to activate it. These cards can be very powerful if used 
correctly. 
 
Occasionally there is an effect printed above the activation icon and cost. In 
those cases the effect described above the icon and cost is always active but the 
effect below only occurs when the card is activated by paying the cost in your 
action. 



 
 

Playing a mission/enemy card 
 
To play a card first you must understand the various icons that direct you where 
to play it and detail any conditions that have to met before the card can be 
played. 
 
The area icon, situated towards the left, directs you where to play the card and 
will be one of the following: 

 
 This icon means that the card must be played on a specific 

Christian. When the card is played you must announce which Christian you 
are playing it on. Mission cards must be played on your own Christians and 
Enemy cards must be played on opponent’s Christians. NB A Christian 
cannot have two copies of the same card on them at any one time. 

 
 If two of these icons are present it means that the card is played on 

two Christians. In this case both of the Christians must meet the conditions 
on the card before it is played. These are called dual-character cards. Note: 
If one Christian counters the card or annuls the card in some way then the 
entire card is countered. 

 
 This icon means that the card is not specific to a Christian. These 

cards are simply played somewhere on the table, have their effect and are 
then either discarded or remain in play. 

 
 These cards must be played on Bound Souls. Again, Enemy cards 

must be played on the opponent’s bound souls and Mission cards on your 
own bound souls. 

 
The other icons that may or may not be on the card are situated in the middle 
and are the conditions of that card. Only cards that are played on Christians may 
have conditions. These conditions restrict which Christians the card can be 
played on. The possible icons are: 
 

 These are gift icons. There may be between one and three of any 
particular gift icon. This means that the card can only be played on a 
Christian who has that gift at the corresponding level or higher. It is never a 
disadvantage to have too high a gift level on a Christian. Only Mission cards 
require gifts. 
 

 These are stronghold icons. Again there may be between one and 
three of any particular stronghold. These mean that the card can only be 
played on a Christian who has that stronghold at the corresponding level or 



higher. It is never a disadvantage to the opponent to have too high a 
stronghold on that Christian. Only enemy cards require strongholds. 
 

 This icon means that when you successfully play the card the 
Christian must engage. If the Christian is engaged already then you cannot 
play this card on that Christian. 
 

 The shield icon represents the Christians maturity. It will have either 
a number on it or a number and either a – (meaning “or less”) or a + 
(meaning “or more”). To play the card on the Christian they must have 
maturity equal to the number or within the range specified. E.g. if the 
number is 3+ then the Christian must have maturity of 3 or more to play the 
card on them. 
 

Once a card has been successfully played the conditions are irrelevant. Cards do 
not become discarded if the conditions are no longer met. Once again this 
applies ONLY to when the card is played. 
 
The other icon that may appear on the card is the Kairos icon: 
 

 This is the Kairos icon; Greek for “an appointed time”. It appears 
sometimes in the text bar to the right, and sometimes over the activation 
icon. If the icon is situated in the text bar then the card can be played as a 
Kairos (see later). If it is over the activation icon then the card is played as 
normal but it may be activated (see above) as a Kairos. Cards played or 
activated as a Kairos do not have the normal restriction of having to be 
played/activated during your action. You may play a Kairos card (or activate 
a Kairos effect) at any point in the action phase and resolve it immediately. 
It is “free” and so if done during your action it does not use up your only 
Mission/Enemy card play for that action. Most of the time these are used in 
response to something, but not always. If several Kairos cards/effects are 
used in a row the one used most recently is resolved first then proceed 
backwards.  
 
A Kairos example  
 

A player plays the enemy card “Whom he may devour” on an opponent’s 
Christian. This card requires a maturity level of 1 to play. The player who owns 
the Christian declares he is playing a Kairos card and plays “Prayer”, a Kairos 
card that instantly matures a Christian one point thereby nullifying “Whom he 
may devour”. But then the first player also declares he is playing a Kairos card 
and lays “Unteachable” a pride card that counters a mission card being played, 
because that Christian also happens to have pride. The cards are resolved 
backwards. So Unteachable happens first and removes the Prayer card. 



Because Prayer no longer occurs the Christian does not mature and “Whom he 
may devour” is successfully played and resolved. Of course the Christians player 
could play more cards or activate more effects to keep the chain going and try to 
stop the card. He could have activated a Kairos effect already in play on a fellow 
Christian such as “Covering” to deflect the “Unteachable” but unfortunately he 
doesn’t have the right cards so has to let it pass. 
 
See below an example of a game in progress for one player: 
 
 

 
 
 
The opponent would have a mirror image of what you see above. 
 

Game terms and processes 
 
Some processes are described on cards in their effect. Please see the list below 
so you know how to resolve them. 
 
Maturing – If a Christian gains maturity simply turn the maturity dice on them 
over so that the new maturity level is shown on the top of the die (no Christians 
can mature beyond 5). This does not engage or disengage the Christian unless 
stated. Also is a Christian loses their last maturity point (to go to zero) then they 
instead become “shaky” and on 1 maturity (see below). 
 
Evangelism attempts – Evangelising plays a big part of The Mission. It is by 
evangelising that players get more Christians in their church and also a great 
way to gain victory points. If a Mission card allows a Christian to make an 
evangelism attempt the follow the process below: 
 



· Firstly the player must select one of her bound souls. This is the bound 
soul the Christian is evangelising. If there are no bound souls then the 
player cannot evangelise. 

· Secondly the top card of the evangelising player’s Mission deck is turned 
face up and the response number is noted (see Mission card diagram on 
page 3). The response number is the number printed over the heart icon. 

· Add to or subtract from the response number, the evangelising Christians 
evangelism bonus. This will between -2 and +2. Also add or subtract any 
other bonuses from cards in play or the card used to make the evangelism 
attempt itself. 

· If this total is equal to or greater than the Bound Soul’s heart value (see 
diagram on page 2) then the attempt was successful. If the total is less 
then the attempt was unsuccessful. 

· Regardless of the outcome the Mission card turned face up in the second 
step is now discarded. 

· Some cards allow multiple attempts to be made. If that is the case then 
resolve each one individually using the process above. 

 
If the attempt failed then nothing further occurs, proceed with the action as 
normal. If the attempt was a success then the Bound Soul is saved. Move her 
alongside the other Christians in the church area, allocate her strongholds, as in 
set up, and give her a maturity die at level 1. It is important to note that all saved 
Christians start on 1 maturity and engaged. Only the Christians selected at the 
start of the game take advantage of the maturity level marked on the card.  
 
Countdown – This means that the card is a countdown card. When a countdown 
card is played it is placed at 90°clockwise to normal. In each disengage phase 
rotate the card a further 90° clockwise. In the phase that the card becomes 
upright any effect described below the word “Countdown”. Takes place. If several 
of these cards activate at the same time, the player with the lowest VP total 
selects one of his own to activate first. Then proceed clockwise until all 
countdown cards are activated and resolved. 
 
Shaky – Certain things may cause a Christian to become shaky. This is bad 
news for the Christian as it means they are in a state of indecision about their 
faith. A shaky Christian is turned face down and does not count toward your VP 
total. No cards may be played on them (unless stated). It is just as if that 
Christian were not there. All cards on them “freeze” as they are, and have no 
effect. Some cards cause Christians to become steady (the opposite of shaky). If 
this occurs, turn the Christian back face up and they are on whatever maturity 
level they were on before and engaged. Shaky Christians are also prone to the 
“Backslide” card. Christians who backslide are discarded and all cards attached 
to them go into their respective discard piles. 
 
Banish – Discarded cards may be retrieved in various ways but a banished card 
may not. If a card effect ends with [Banish] or a card effect banishes a card, it is 



not placed in the discard pile. Instead remove it from the game completely. Place 
the card to one side and return it to the deck once the game is over. 
 
Optional discard – Occasionally a card will have [Optional discard] after the 
effect. This means that the card’s owner has the option of discarding the card in 
any discard phase if they wish. 
 
Min 1 – This may appear after a losing maturity effect. It simply means that this 
cannot cause the Christian to go shaky. 
 
Dormant – A dormant Christian literally does nothing. They cannot have Mission 
cards played on them nor will they engage or perform any other activity. They 
may be affected by other cards as long as it requires nothing on their behalf, 
such as engaging or using gifts. Enemy cards may be played on them and affect 
them as normal. 
 
 
Discard phase 
 
Players may select up to one Mission and up to one Enemy card to keep in their 
hand. Remember for every card you keep you draw one less in the following turn 
(see Draw phase). Any other cards left in a player’s hand are discarded. Players 
then total up their VP’s and check to see if any player has won. Assuming no 
player has won the game, start another turn beginning with the disengage phase. 
 
 
Odd situations 
 
Some situations may occur during games but are rare. If any of the following 
occurs resolve them as noted. 
 
I’ve run out of characters – Don’t introduce any more characters in the draw 
phase and play on as normal. 
 
I’ve run out of Mission/Enemy cards – Players may, if they wish, have another 
side deck of up to 5 Mission and 5 Enemy cards. The first time a deck runs out a 
player may banish up to 3 cards from that discard pile and replace them with 
cards in their side deck. Then they are reshuffled and reused as a draw deck. 
The second time the same deck runs out, you lose. 
 
I’ve run out of strongholds – You cannot allocate any more strongholds. Try to 
have enough stronghold cards for any game you play. 
 



I’ve run out of Christians – If all your Christians are either backslidden or shaky 
in the discard phase then you forfeit the game. Remaining players may continue 
but you must withdraw all your cards from play. 
 
Due to cards in play I end up drawing no Mission cards – This would be very 
rare. In such circumstances you may draw one Mission card, assuming you kept 
none back from the previous turn. 
 
 
Solitaire 
 
It is possible to play The Mission by yourself with a little modification. Simply pit 
the Mission deck against the Enemy deck and allocate yourself strongholds. In a 
balanced deck you should end up meeting the objective but playing this way can 
show areas where your deck can improve. 
 
 
Team games 
 
Team games play like normal multiplayer except you can play Mission cards on 
team mates Christians and, with their permission, you can count team mates 
Christians as fellow Christians. The objective for team games is to have all 
players on the team to reach a VP total of 15 or more (vary the amount if you 
want to). Make sure you take alternate actions and don’t allocate team mates 
strongholds. 
 
 
Glossary 
 
Hopefully the rest of the game terms are self explanatory but if you are unsure, 
refer to the below: 
 
Attack – If an Enemy card is played on a Christian without being countered then 
that Christian is said to have been attacked. 
Card types – The card type tells you every category that the card falls into. E.g. 
a “Lust habit” is both a lust card and a habit card. The card “Lustful intentions” is 
of type “field wile” so it is a field card and a wile card but NOT a lust card. 
Countered – A card just played that gets countered is discarded without having 
its effect. If a card just activated gets countered it has no effect but remains in 
play. 
Fellow Christians – These are Christians from the same church, but not the 
Christian himself. 
Gift cards – Power and anointing cards are both considered gift cards. 



Help – If the term “fellow Christian” appears in the card’s effect then the Christian 
benefiting from the effect is classed as being helped by the other Christian. If 
both Christians benefit then they count as helping each other. 
Involved – Any Christian who is being affected by the card in question counts as 
being “involved”. 
Must…  - If the first word of a card’s effect is “must” then it means the card can 
only by played under certain circumstances. These do not count as conditions. If 
for some reason the circumstances described on the card are not true the card is 
immediately discarded. 
OR – This means the card can have more than one effect. When such a card is 
played the player must declare which of the effects he is intending to apply. Only 
one can be applied. 
Prophet/teacher etc. – A Christian with the gift of prophecy at any level is 
considered a prophet. This applies equally to the other gifts. 
Redirect – If a card is redirected it means that the card is played on a different 
character of the redirecting player’s choice. In this instance the card may be 
redirected to any character regardless of whose character it is. However the new 
target must still meet the conditions on the card if there are any. 
Shared strongholds/gifts – If the Christians both/all have the same type of 
stronghold/gift, regardless of level, then they count as sharing that 
stronghold/gift. 
Temptations – Dart and habit type cards are both considered temptation cards. 
Use gifts – If a Christian’s gift is used to meet the conditions of a power card 
then the Christian counts as using that gift. Also if a Christian activates an 
anointing card then they count as using the gift to which that card relates. Note 
however that playing but not activating an anointing card does not count as using 
a gift. 
Weakening/strengthening strongholds – If a stronghold is weakened then its 
level reduced by one. Simply re-orientate the stronghold so that the new level is 
visible. If a stronghold strengthens its level is increased by one. Level 3 
strongholds cannot be strengthened and a level one stronghold that gets 
weakened is instead discarded. 
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